
 
GERBIL CARE 
Average Adult Size: 3-4 inches plus tail   Average Lifespan: 2-5 years  
General Information  
Gerbils are cute and popular pets but often misunderstood. Gerbils are mostly nocturnal, meaning they are 
most active at night and tend to sleep during the day. That and their naturally skittish behavior as prey 
animals means they are easily startled when woken up and handled in the middle of the day and may resort 
to biting the hand that feeds them in fear. Therefore, gerbils are usually not recommended for young 
children. With patience and understanding, gerbils can make handleable pets!  
Enclosure  
Lack of exercise can quickly lead to an overweight and depressed gerbil. A plastic bottomed, wire top cage 
with a footprint of at least 1 square foot is the minimum for a single adult, though bigger is always better 
along with time to exercise and play out of the cage. When choosing a cage, choose wire walls over glass, 
glass tanks don’t offer as much ventilation. The space between the wires should be half an inch or less, 
gerbils are sneaky and flexible escape artists, especially when they are young. Wire floors should be avoided 
or covered with softer textures that are better for the gerbil’s feet. Cages with tubes and attachments are 
more for small types of hamsters, they can be difficult to clean and larger gerbils may become stuck in the 
tubes. 
Cage location and accessories 
Average room temperatures are comfortable for gerbils. Avoid drafty windows, vents, or other areas with 
lots of temperature swings. Providing natural or household light during the day and keeping the room dark at 
night will establish a day/night cycle to encourage natural behavior and sleep. The cage should have multiple 
gerbil-safe toys of different types, places to hide, and soft paper-based bedding to nest in. Change out toys 
often as they become worn out or the gerbil loses interest. Change bedding regularly to avoid smells. A dish 
for food and a water bottle will complete the set up.  
Diet  
Gerbils naturally eat a wide variety of foods, so a balanced pellet or block diet makes the best base. In 
addition to the base diet, vegetables, fruits, seeds, and other foods can be given in small amounts for variety. 
Always research new foods before offering them to your pet to make sure they are safe. Keep fresh, clean 
water available at all times, in either a bottle or bowl. 
Grooming 
Gerbils don’t like to get wet so avoid traditional baths however, dust baths make for a fun and enriching 
activity. Gerbils usually don’t need their nails trimmed and if they have plenty of chew toys their teeth stay 
trim and healthy too. 
Keeping more than one:  
Gerbils are very social so keeping them in pairs or groups is recommended! However, you should keep gerbils 
of the opposite sex separated to avoid unplanned breeding. 

Zamzoo care sheets are intended to cover the basics of animal care, for more information we 
encourage you to talk to our experts and do further research! 


